
CASE STUDY
Sunrise Food Service 
TRANSFORMING FROM MID-SIZED WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR TO ENTERPRISE-LEVEL  
BAKERY MARKET SPECIALIST

THE 
CHALLENGE

Sunrise Food Service, Inc., was an Independent Distributor vying for a competitive 
advantage in a deeply saturated bakery distributor services market in Southern 
California.  

Hire a foodservice specific marketing firm to help grow the business through 
increased visibility and relevance within the bakery segment. 

The Food Connector saw the opportunity for Sunrise, an independent distributor, 
to break out of the traditional bakery mold by repositioning its brand and 
adopting enhanced, digital marketing services to grow its customer base.  

The brand repositioning included adding ‘The Bakery Specialist’ to the logo to 
communicate the company’s expertise in the bakery category.  This initiative gave 
Sunrise a competitive advantage, added credibility to the brand and helped define 
its product offerings to potential customers.  

The website was revamped to fully support the re-branding effort. Compelling 
content in the form of stories, news, trends and blogs were featured to educate 
customers and prospects. The Food Connector rolled out proprietary revenue-
generating website tools such as an easy-to-navigate product catalog, a 
holiday ordering calendar to create sales seasons and a ‘contact us’ section to 
organically collect new leads. 

Sunrise drove best-in-class engagement with its vendors through an annual 
marketing program created and managed by The Food Connector. This vendor-
funded marketing program included: Newsletters, Hot Sheets, promotional emails 
(ePromotions), Direct Mail and much more. Sunrise has now brought on over 10 
paid vendors, and growing, to capitalize on this dynamic marketing program that 
vendors buy to grow their market share in the Southern California. Sunrise has 
empowered their vendors to drive incremental business through their value-added 
marketing program and earned a profit while doing so. 

Sunrise transformed its culture to a marketing centric organization well-
positioned to be an expert in its category. Fully equipped with a new brand image, 
clean customer list and categorized product list, they were ready to market their 
products and services through several, top trending digital marketing channels.   

THEIR
SOLUTION

OUR 
APPROACH
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PLAN AND LAUNCH THE 
TRANSFORMATION

The Food Connector created a marketing communications plan 
to reach out to existing customers and potential prospects. 
The plan gave Sunrise a strong, digital footprint through key 
customer-facing communications. The process started with 
an internal collection of all customers and prospects. Several 
sources and individual files were created over the years that 
needed to be collected, cleaned, and sorted into a master 
database. The end result was an organized list of emails, 
physical addresses, and phone numbers that provided the 
foundation to execute an effective marketing plan. 

Sunrise Food Service started to see more traction with their 
valued vendors and began to realize the results of the added 
exposure from their upgraded website and newfound dedication 
to marketing. Within the 2020 marketing program alone, 
Sunrise:  

l Conducted a priority vendor blitz – an introduction for 
Mavalerio in Southern California

l Produced four newsletters showcasing vendors and 
products  

l Created ten Hot Sheets featuring vendor products  

l Created special ePromotion outreaches for 
l Top Holidays
l New Products
l College Graduation

l Initiated the Q3 blitz process for priority vendor Belgioioso 

l Collaborated with priority vendor General Mills to target at-
risk King Arthur customers 

Through their outreach and consistent presence 
in the digital marketplace, Sunrise added 35 new 
accounts in two months alone – the largest number 
in any two-month period in their history.
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Anecdotally, Sunrise got great 
feedback about creating a much 
bigger footprint in the Southern 
California marketplace. The 2020 
Q1 launch of their new priority 
vendor, Mavalerio – which had no 
presence in Southern California – 
immediately created tremendous 
traction. Newsletter promotions, 
hot sheets, ePromotions, and 
a targeted blitz resulted in 11 
returning customers embracing 
Mavalerio products – customers 
who represent significant volume.

Email: Information@sunrisefoodservice.com

Phone: 323-264-8364 x312

Text: 323-894-7850

Website: www.sunrisefoodservice.com

There are few flavors or 

ingredients that lift an entire 

recipe. The tastes of lemon and 

orange inevitably bring dishes 

and baked goods to life. From 

pound cakes to muffins, bars 

to meringues – adding lemon 

or orange zest is a sure way 

to make flavors pop – and 

encourage sales.  

And what tastes more like 

summer than the flavor of 

peaches. Even in the chill of 

winter, peaches – in crumbles, 

pastries or galettes – make it 

taste like August.   

Now you can add all of these 

great flavors to your menus with 

these new items from Sunrise!  

Contact your Sunrise sales rep 

today to try these toasty treats! 

Or text us at 323.894.7850. 

Zest Puts Zing into 

Your Baking

Lemony Zip  
Tanginess that 

delivers! 

Ravifruit 
frozen lemon zest

Item #: 91783

6/1.12# Case

Zesty Fruit Flavors
NEW 
ITEMS  

Fragrant 
and 

Delicious  
Orange Zest 

Makes the Bake 

Ravifruit  
frozen orange zest

Item #: 91784

6/1.12# Case

Peach 
Halves: A 

Total Treat 
Sweet peaches 

– perfect for 
baking

Schreiber 
Ambrosia peach 

halves

Item #: 91715

6/10#  Case



THE MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Sunrise is poised for growth. The bakery ingredients 
market is projected to grow significantly in the next 
7 years. Allied Market Research company projects a 
compound annual growth rate of 5.7% in the bakery 
ingredients market from 2019 to 2027.  “The global 
bakery ingredients market size was valued at $13.9 
billion in 2019 and is projected to reach $19.2 billion by 
2027.”* 

Sunrise is already embracing the prominent healthy 
bakery trends dominating menus throughout the United 
States. They feature a collection of organic baking 
staples, such as eggs and flour, that have made it easy 
for their customers to introduce new products that 
take advantage of the new emphasis on health. Sunrise 
has also developed a private label brand of all-purpose 
fillings that utilize natural flavorings and fruit purees to 
encourage a cleaner tasting product.

The players that are dominating the bakery ingredients 
market now are expanding their business, launching 
new products and increasing profitability.  Sunrise Food 
Service is truly positioned to be, ‘The Bakery Specialist’ 
as they continue to expand their customer footprint 
through their portfolio growth, pivot to important trends 
in the marketplace and invest in strategic marketing 
strategies.

*Source:  https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/bakery-ingredients-market
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   THE SALES OPPORTUNITY

The Food Connector empowers Sunrise’s 
sales team to grow business through vibrant 
marketing communications materials.  
Quarterly Newsletters and monthly Hot 
Sheets showcase relevant, seasonal products 
with timely ordering information. These sales 
tools are emailed out each month to the 
Sunrise customer database. Monthly “Open” 
reports featuring top leads are provided to 
the sales team. Postcard and direct mail 
campaigns have also been effective lead 
generators.

A 4-page, Distributor Marketing Services 
brochure outlines the unique marketing 
benefits available to potential new Sunrise 
vendors. Leads are constantly generated 
through the distributor marketing services 
such as Newsletters, Blogs, Social Media 
including a YouTube channel, Search Engine 
Optimization, and traditional advertising.  

Training programs are also available such 
as ‘Value Added Selling’ and Social Media 
training.  Offer Your Customers 

Sunrise Dark Yolk Eggs

Get an Egg Up 
on Your Competition



OUTREACH

SUNRISE SENTINEL 
This 4-page quarterly 
newsletter highlights 
top trends in the bakery 
ingredients industry 
from Sunrise’s point 
of view.  For example, 
the January 2021 
edition talks about 
the popularity of 
sustainable, organic 
ingredients and 
transparent labels. Sunrise offers tips and tricks on 
how to best leverage bakery goods in social media, 
highlights specific items from key vendors as well 
as its own private label 52 Your Choice products, 
and reviews the 2021 Holiday Baking Calendar so 
important ordering opportunities for customers are not 
missed!

EPROMOTIONS
Promotional emails, known as ePromotions, have 
played a key role in growing sales “through the digital 
door” for Sunrise. Also referred to as “Hot Sheets”, 
these monthly digital promotions highlight 4-6 top 
products from participating vendor partners and are 
distributed to the database of existing customers, 
prospects, and vendors. Items are selected based on 
seasonal demand and 
anticipated needs for 
popular holiday baked 
goods.

FLYERS 

ePromotions are 
converted into 8x11 
printable PDFs that 
are highlighted on the 
website and promoted 
on social media. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

https://www.facebook.com/SFSCali

Details everything about Sunrise, and you 
can find posts about Hot Sheets, product 
information and industry trends. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sunrise-
food-service-inc/

‘Baker’s Corner’ trends, vendor best practices 
and product recipes highlight specific Sunrise 
vendors and products, offering engaging 
content for prospective customers. The Food 
Connector took over the page in April 2020 and 
grew the follower base by 402% (120 followers 
to 482 as of 2/3/21) in 9 months through 
weekly posts filled with visually appealing 
images and targeted hashtags.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCp1yKcqZ1-jd7u1oOwL7QyA

Sunrise is starting to use videos to feature 
important vendor content: ‘Baker’s Corner’ 
recipes. Videos show details on how to 
use vendor products to produce delicious, 
home-made recipes. This creates the selling 
occasion. The Food Connector plans to 
create future content for this channel, driving 
business for Sunrise products. 

Sunrise Sentinel   l   Page 1

Third Quarter 2021

The Bakery Specialist
Sentinel

Introducing 52 Your Choice Doughnut Artist Series

Our exclusive brand, 52 Your Choice, presents the Doughnut 
Artist Series! The Doughnut Artist Series was born out of the belief 
that doughnut bakers are true artisans and that several small 
innovations can come out of a 30 lb. or 50 lb. bag. Experience the 
difference with our premium glaze, yeast raised and cake doughnut 
mix varieties for a customized taste for ALL doughnut lovers. 

Our premium Cake Doughnut Mixes have excellent star 
break, low oil absorption, outstanding water absorption, 
great height and size, a smooth surface and no after 
taste. Whether your customers prefer chocolate, 
blueberry, spice or a vegan option, there’s something for 
everyone to enjoy! For those wanting to add an exclusive 
taste to their menus, our specialty doughnut mixes 
include Buttermilk Bar, Old Fashioned Cake and French 
Cruller – all rich in color, smell, AND flavor. 

Soft and tender with excellent volume, our Yeast Raised Doughnut 
Mixes offer superior rise during the proofing stage, fantastic water 
absorption and a fine chew. And lastly, the Doughnut Artist Series 
wouldn’t be complete without a classic, all-time favorite doughnut 
glaze. Our Signature Doughnut Glaze has an abundant depth of 
flavor, balanced sweetness and an extra shine to provide unlimited 
design capabilities for any master baker. 

A Premium Doughnut 
Mix Collection for the 
Experienced Baker

Continued on page 4
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A Sweet Mother’s Day 
Starts with Sunrise!PRESENTS

Show Mom your love with rich cakes, 
festive floral decorations, and more

Sunrise Food Service makes it easier than ever to deliver 
an unforgettable Mother’s Day celebration. Shower the 
Mom in your life with strawberry glazed baked goodies and 
floral toppers that promise to display your affection. The 
opportunities for precious memories on May 9th are endless 
with Sunrise.

A tasteful and colorful Mother’s Day awaits…Contact your Sunrise 
sales rep TODAY to guarantee a celebration just as sweet as Mom!

Item #99481
Pillsbury Yellow Cake 

1/50# Bag

Item #9941
Pillsbury White Cake 

1/50# Bag

Item #956500
Fruit Fillings  

Strawberry Glaze 
1/20# Pail

Item #933400
Gourmet Select  

Cream Cheese Filling 
1/20# Pail

Item #91916
Dobla Dark Chocolate  

Blossom Curls 
1/12# Case

Item #91917 
Dobla White Chocolate  

Jumbo Curls 
1/5.5# Case

Decadent Frozen, 
Finished Desserts 
with La Rose Noire!
Macarons, Cheesecakes, 
and Tartes Perfect for Mom.
Contact your sales 
representative for more 
information.Item #91922 

Dobla White  
Chocolate Daisy 

6/180ct Case



WEBSITE 
http://www.sunrisefoodservice.com

The Food Connector rebuilt the Sunrise website in 
April 2020 with updated back-end infrastructure 
and enhanced security measures. This allowed 
Sunrise to add modern features throughout the 
design and showcase their growing collection of 
new marketing tools within a secure site.

When visiting the website, the overall feel is 
friendly, fresh and bright! The navigation bar 
across the top supports easy search of the 
following pages: Featured Promotions, Vendor 
Partners, Holiday Baking Calendar, Product 
Catalog, News, About Us and Contact Information. 

The Featured Promotions page beautifully displays 
the most recent newsletter, featured product 
advertisements, current hot sheets, and new item 
promotions. It also includes a detailed description 
about the 52 Your Choice private label brand.

The Product Catalog offers a simple, interactive 
search of all products by item number, brand, 
and more. The Vendor Partners page lists all 
participating vendors, which provides a 24/7 
spotlight and constant visibility for their brand.
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The holiday baking calendar is a special, added 
feature that lists all holiday activities throughout 
the year and displays order deadlines to be able to 
bring in product to sell for those holidays.  
The news section includes four unique pages 
that filter different types of content. The Food 
Connector refreshes the news section once a week 
to keep the website constantly updated and boost 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

l Company News – information regarding internal 
updates such as industry certifications, job 
postings, and new service updates

l Blogs – an expansive channel to find all things 
baking! Topics include tasty recipes, top dessert 
ideas, holiday menu tips, and so much more

l Baker’s Corner – content from vendor partners 
that focuses on specific baking practices and 
details best methods for using specific products 

l Trends – outlet to consistently highlight the 
most impactful trends in the baking industry

The contact page offers information and collects 
information in an easy way to help build a 
database of prospective customers.  
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“The Food Connector has served 
as a committed partner in our 
success since 2018. Their team 
has provided the consistent 
support to fuel sustained growth, 
helping Sunrise successfully 
reposition within our market, 
digitize our sales platform, and 
generate leads to drive new 
sales.”

Monika Nagy
Co-Founder and Co-Owner, Sunrise 
Food Service, Inc.

SUNRISE SEES THE FOOD CONNECTOR AS 
PART OF THEIR TEAM. 

The Food Connector functions like the marketing 
department “down the hall.” Biweekly video meetings 
allow constant program reviews, strategy discussion, 
vendor support and a full review of leads and results. The 
Food Connector produces a monthly summary report to 
document all results. 

SUMMARY

Sunrise Food Service was a group of hard-working people 
focused on the day-to-day work of food distribution. 
Adding The Food Connector to their team made marketing 
an important component of their business, no longer a 
secondary priority. 

The vendor financed marketing program transitioned 
Sunrise into a marketing force that propelled the 
distributor into the elite ranks of bakery specialists in 
the market. Best of all, they are having fun beating the 
competition!

Email: Information@sunrisefoodservice.com
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Southern 
California’s 
Premier Bakery 
Supplier

Since 2001, Sunrise Food Service has delivered 
to bakeries and foodservice operators with 
quality products and a total focus on customer 
service. 

20 years ago, we started as a small dairy and 
egg distributor serving customers throughout 
Los Angeles. Over time, other foodservice 
items naturally were added as customers 
liked our service, setting the foundation for 
years of steady growth. Our motto, “The Bakery 
Specialist” emerged as we focused our efforts. 

As Southern California’s top independent 
wholesale bakery and food distributor, we offer 
thousands of traditional foodservice items with 
a focus on fresh foods and staples for bakeries. 
Our wide list of baking solutions includes 
butter, cream cheese, fluid milk, packaging 
and related items. In addition, we carry an 
exclusive private brand, 52 Your Choice, that 
features artisan doughnut mixes, natural fruit 
fillings, spices, and more.

As a family-owned business, we prioritize 
customer service above all else. We succeed 
when you succeed. Our team is committed to 
deliver products and support to be a partner 
in YOUR success. Contact our team today for 
more information!

The Food Connector – 
Your Marketing Partner

We are food industry 
executives with extensive 
marketing expertise. We work 
with food brands to generate 
leads, enhance their message, 
improve their visibility and 
extend their reach throughout 
the industry. 

http://www.thefoodconnector.com

